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Executive Summary
Big data analytics platforms load, store, and analyze volumes of data at high speed,
providing timely insights to businesses. Data-driven organizations leverage this data,
for example, for advanced analysis to market new promotions, operational analytics to
drive efficiency, or for predictive analytics to evaluate credit risk and detect fraud.
Customers are leveraging a mix of relational analytical databases and data warehouses
to gain analytic insights.
This report focuses on relational analytical databases in the public cloud because
deployments are at an all-time high and poised to expand dramatically. The cloud
enables enterprises to differentiate and innovate with these database systems at a
much more rapid pace than was ever possible before. The cloud is a disruptive
technology, offering elastic scalability vis-à-vis on-premises deployments, enabling
faster server deployment and application development, and allowing less costly
storage. For these reasons and others, many companies have leveraged the cloud to
maintain or gain momentum as a company.
!"#$%&'()&*%)+*,#-'$%*"'%&'$+,*$%.&)/%0-%0-0,1*#2%('&.)&/0-2'%*'$*%3'&#4'3%.&)/%*"'%
#-3+$*&1%$*0-30&3%!56%7'-2"/0&89%:;%<!56=:;>1 to compare Cloudera Data
Warehousing service (or CDW), which is part of the broader Cloudera Data Platform,
Amazon Redshift, Azure Synapse Analytics, and two anonymized, public cloud-based
data warehouses. Overall, the test results were insightful in revealing query execution
performance of these platforms.
In terms of price per performance, Cloudera ran the Field Test 20% cheaper than the
nearest competitor, Amazon Redshift, 40% cheaper than Synapse, 80% cheaper than
one of the anonymized competitors and 5.5 times cheaper than the other anonymized
competitor.
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More can be learned about the TPC-DS benchmark at http://www.tpc.org/tpcds/.
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Introduction
Performance is important but is only one criterion for a data warehouse platform
selection. This is only one point-in-time check into specific performance. There are
numerous other factors to consider in selection across factors of Administration,
Integration, Workload Management, User Interface, Scalability, Vendor, Reliability, and
numerous other criteria. It is also our experience that performance changes over time
and is competitively different for different workloads. Also, a performance leader can
hit up against the point of diminishing returns and viable contenders can quickly close
the gap.
MCG runs all of its performance tests to strict ethical standards. The results of the
report are the objective results of the application of queries to the simulations
described in the report. The report clearly defines the selected criteria and process
used to establish the field test. The report also clearly states the data set sizes, the
platforms, the queries, etc. used. The reader can determine how to qualify the
information for their individual needs. The report does not make any claim regarding
third-party certification and presents the objective results received from the application
of the process to the criteria as described in the report. The report strictly measures
performance and does not purport to evaluate other factors that potential customers
should find relevant when making a purchase decision.
This is a sponsored report. Cloudera chose the competitors, the test and the Cloudera
cluster size. The default configurations were chosen. MCG set up the environments,
and ran the queries. Choosing compatible configurations is subject to judgment. We
have attempted to describe our decisions in this paper.
In this writeup, all the information necessary is included to replicate this test. You are
encouraged to compile your own representative queries, data sets, data sizes and
compatible configurations and test for yourself.
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Cloud Analytics Platform Offerings
!"#$%&'()&*%outlines the results from an analytic performance test derived from the
industry stand0&3%!56%7'-2"/0&89%:;%<!56=:;>2 to compare Cloudera Data
Warehouse (running Impala-based virtual warehouses), Amazon Redshift, Azure
Synapse Analytics, and 2 anonymized data warehouses—five relational analytical
databases based on scale-out cloud data warehouses and columnar-based database
architectures. Despite these similarities, there are some distinct differences in the
platforms.

Cloudera Data Platform
The only single platform offering we tested that boasts flexibility through support for
both data center and multiple public cloud deployments as well as capabilities across
analytical, operational, data lake, data science, security, and governance needs is
Cloudera Data Platform (CDP).
CDP is a secure and governed cloud service platform that offers a broad set of
enterprise data cloud services with the key data functionality for the modern enterprise.
CDP was designed to address multi-faceted needs by offering multi-function data
management and analytics to solve an enterprise’s most pressing data and analytic
challenges in a streamlined fashion.
The architecture and deployment of CDP begins with the Management Console. The
Management Console is where several important tasks are performed. First, the
preferred cloud environment, e.g., AWS or Azure, is set up. Second, Data
Warehouse clusters, and Machine Learning workspaces are launched. Third, additional
services, such as, Data Catalog, Workload Experience Manager, and Replication
Manager are utilized if required.
The Cloudera Data Warehouse service provides self-service independent virtual
warehouses running on top of the data kept in a cloud object store, such as S3. The
virtual warehouses use Data Catalog as a logical collection of metadata to define the
managed data and its business context. Multiple virtual warehouses can share a single
Data Catalog. The advantages of this virtual warehouse architecture include isolation
and automatic configuration. Virtual warehouses and their compute resources are
isolated to prevent “noisy neighbors” or resource hog queries bogging down a
conventional monolithic data warehouse. Virtual warehouses also have automated
management and performance scaling features, such as auto-scaling, auto-suspend,
and auto-resume. These features simplify capacity planning, adjust compute capacity
2
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to workload requirements, and ensure that you only pay for what you need to run your
queries.

Amazon Redshift
Amazon Web Services Redshift was the first managed data warehouse cloud service
and continues to get a high level of mindshare in this category. It indeed ticks all the
table stakes boxes for a cloud analytic database. Amazon Redshift is a fit for
organizations needing a data warehouse with little to no administrative overhead and a
clear, consistent pricing model. Redshift (when run without Spectrum) is different from
all the other competitors in that it doesn't read directly from cloud object storage
during query processing (a separate loading step is required).
We tested the latest RA3 Redshift engine which introduced a new managed storage
layer, which is an upgrade from the tighter coupled storage on the older DS2 and DC2
instance types. For Redshift, we paid an hourly rate for when the cluster was running,
but it also has a pause feature to stop billing. Even with managed storage Redshift is
still different from the other competitors in that it doesn't read directly from object
storage (e.g. S3) during query processing and that data must be explicitly loaded from
S3 into the managed storage and the time required for that loading wasn't included in
the benchmark.

Azure Synapse Analytics
On Azure Synapse Analytics, formerly known as Azure SQL Data Warehouse, storage
is separate from the compute Data Warehouse Unit (DWU). This enables Azure
Synapse to scale columnar storage capacity and compute resources independently.
This capability adjusts to various workload demands, offering potential cost savings
when demand is low. Synapse can pause and resume compute billing, where only
storage is billed during the paused time. Synapse achieves good balance in both
configurability and simplicity, in a way that is both easy to administer and flexible in
handling almost any usage pattern.
With Synapse, you can scale the compute DWU on the fly. We paid an hourly rate for
when our cluster was active, but there is also a separate data storage charge for the
SQL database underneath the Synapse engine.
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Test Setup
!"'%30*0%$'*$%+$'3%#-%*"'%*'$*%?'&'%0%?)&8,)03%3'&#4'3%.&)/%*"'%?',,=&'2)@-#A'3%
#-3+$*&1%$*0-30&3%!56%7'-2"/0&89%:;%<!56=:;>B%%
From tpc.org: “The TPCDS is a decision support benchmark that models several
generally applicable aspects of a decision support system, including queries and data
maintenance. The benchmark provides a representative evaluation of performance as a
general-purpose decision support system… The purpose of TPC benchmarks is to
provide relevant, objective performance data to industry users. TPC-DS Version 2
enables emerging technologies, such as Big Data systems, to execute the
benchmark.”
The parameter values for the queries used across all vendors are from the !56%
7'-2"/0&89%:;%<!56=:;>3 2.13 spec validation queries. This is not an official TPC
benchmark. The queries were executed using the following setup, environment,
standards, and configurations.
The data model consists of 24 tables—7 fact tables and 17 dimensions. To give an
idea of the data volumes used in our field test, the following table gives row counts of
fact tables in the database when loaded with 30TB of data:
Table 1. Database Row Count
TPC-DS Table
Catalog Returns
Catalog Sales
Inventory
Store Returns
Store Sales
Web Returns
Web Sales

Scale Factor 30,000 30TB Row Count
4,319,925,093
43,200,404,822
1,627,857,000
8,639,952,111
86,399,341,874
2,160,007,345
21,600,036,511

Queries
!"'%*'$*#-@%$+#*'%"0$%CC%D+'&#'$EF%).%?"#2"%"04'%*?)%(0&*$%<GFH%IJH%IFH%0-3%JC>B%!"#$%
K&#-@$%0%*)*0,%).%GLJ%D+'&#'$B%!"'%D+'&#'$%+$'3%.)&%*"'%*'$*$%?'&'%2)/(,#0-*%?#*"%*"'%
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$*0-30&3$%$'*%)+*%K1%*"'%!56%7'-2"/0&89%:;%<!56=:;>%$('2#.#20*#)-4 and included
only minor query modifications as set out by section 4.2.3 of the TPC-DS specification
document. For example, minor query modifications included vendor-specific syntax for
date expressions. Also in the specification, some queries require row limits and, thus,
vendor specific syntax was used (e.g., TOP, FIRST, LIMIT, and so forth) as allowed by
section 4.2.4 of the TPC-DS specification.

Cluster Environments
Our benchmark included five (5) different cluster environments. The 3 non-anonymized
ones are shown here. The cluster sizes were chosen to achieve similar hourly costs for
each vendor, to the extent possible.
Table 2. Platform Summary

Cloudera
Data
Platform

Azure Synapse
Analytics

Amazon Redshift

1.1.2-h2b3

10.0.15391.0

1.0.20091

AWS

Azure

AWS

Cluster
Size

EC2
r5d.4xlar
ge (64
nodes)

DW7500c

ra3.4xlarge
(38 nodes)

Price Per
Hour

$123.26

$113.25

$123.88

Version
Tested
Cloud

DW1

DW2

AWS

GCP

$192.00

$120.00

4
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Test Results
This section analyzes the query results from the execution of the test queries (derived
from the TPC-DS) described above. The primary metric used was the best aggregate
total of each of the three runs. Three power runs were completed on each platform.
Each of the 99 queries was executed three times in order (1, 2, 3) against each vendor
cloud platform.
Table 3. Price-Performance Field Test Results for all Queries
Amounts shown represent the cost in USD for running each individual query. Red
represents the most costly and green (often faint) is the least costly (best). The “Cl”
column is Cloudera, “RS” is Redshift and “Sy” is Synapse.
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Price-Performance
To conduct comparative performance testing, we typically make the attempt to align
the hardware and software as much as possible between the platforms. However,
achieving a same like-for-like configuration with fully-managed cloud data warehouse
platforms is very difficult. Thus, we aligned as closely as we could on price-per-hour as
a basis for likeness. System cost can be a difficult aspect to compare systems,
because vendor platforms vary on their pricing and licensing models. However, all
platforms have a consistent on-demand hourly cloud pricing that we can use to
determine price per performance.
Cloudera has a clear pricing model. However, there are both software costs (for the
use of Cloudera Data Warehouse) and infrastructure costs (in our case, Amazon Web
Services EC2 instances.) For the Cloudera software usage of the platform, there is a
$0.72 per executor node (64 total) per hour. On the infrastructure side, there were 64
r5d.4xlarge executor nodes plus two (2) coordinator nodes of the same type—for a
total of 66 at $1.152 per hour in US East (at the time of our testing). There are also
three (3) m5.2xlarge management nodes that serve as orchestrators across three
availability zones which cost $0.384 per hour. Altogether, it cost $123.26 per hour to
run tests on a Cloudera Virtual Warehouse.
For Amazon Redshift, we simply paid a set dollar amount per hour by the instance
class and node count that we configured. For example, considering the 38-node
ra3.4xlarge configuration in the US East region (with rates at the time of the testing) we
used for the 30TB test, we paid $3.26 per hour with 38 nodes, so $123.88 per hour.
Azure Synapse Analytics charges $0.0151 per Data Warehouse Unit (DWU) per hour.
Since we used a DW7500c with 7,500 units, we paid $113.25 in East US region.
With the hourly cost of the configuration, to calculate the price-per-performance, we
used the following formula:
Elapsed time of test (seconds) x Cost of platform ($/hour)
3,600 (seconds/hour)

The elapsed time of the test is actually the duration of the fastest run of all 99 queries.
The following tables detail the price-performance for the different tests.
Table 3. Price Performance
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Conclusion
Cloud data warehouses are a way for enterprises to achieve advanced analytics while
avoiding large capital expenditures, provision quickly, and provide performance at
scale for advanced analytic queries. Relational databases with analytic capabilities
continue to support the advanced analytic workloads of the organization with
performance, scale, and concurrency. In a representative set of corporate-complex
queries from the well-known TPC-DS standard, Cloudera consistently performed
equally, if not better than, the competition, and it proved to be the best value in terms
of price per performance.
Overall, the test results were insightful in revealing query execution performance and
some of the differentiators for Cloudera, Synapse, Amazon Redshift, and 2 anonymized
public cloud data warehouses.
In terms of price per performance, Cloudera ran the Field Test 20% cheaper than the
nearest competitor, Amazon Redshift, 40% cheaper than Synapse, 80% cheaper than
one of the competitors and 5.5 times cheaper than the other.
Price and performance are critical points of interest when it comes to selecting an
analytics platform, because they ultimately impact total cost of ownership, value, and
user satisfaction. Our analysis reveals Cloudera to be very powerful and comparative in
value.
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About Cloudera
At Cloudera, we believe that data can make what is impossible today, possible
tomorrow. We empower people to transform complex data into clear and actionable
insights. Cloudera delivers an enterprise data cloud for any data, anywhere, from the
Edge to AI. Powered by the relentless innovation of the open source community,
Cloudera advances digital transformation for the world’s largest enterprises.
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